
Winter Driving Safety from Michigan to my 
Houston friends 

�  If you’re having trouble finding traction, be sure to continually 
floor the gas pedal, spinning tires = friction and heat to melt 
away all that ice! 

�  Leave as much snow and ice piled on your  car as possible.  
This will help weigh the car down and give you more traction! 

�  If you need to clear a space on your window for visibility, hot 
water will save you the $1.49 cost of a window scraper. 

�  Drive as close as possible to the car in front of you so you can 
follow their tire tracks exactly, staying in their path ensures 
the road is cleared of ice. 

�  Loosen all your lug nuts before you travel to ensure they have 
not frozen in place should you need to change a flat 



S U B T I T L E :   W E  A R E  R E P L A C I N G  A L L  O F  T H E  P L A N T  
C O N T R O L  S Y S T E M S ,  C A N  Y O U  U S E  T H E  S I M U L A T O R  

T O  M A K E  S U R E  W E  A C T U A L L Y  C H A N G E  
N O T H I N G ? ? ? ?  

Control System Validation 



Project Scope 

�  Plant (both units) are replacing discrete component 
control racks (Taylor equipment) with digital system. 

 



Our Work Scope 

�  Use the simulator to verify the new equipment 
responds identically to the old system.   

�  If response is different, identify and evaluate 
whether the change is acceptable or preferable. 

�  Update the simulator with new system emulator. 



Questions right out of the box 

�  How do we use the simulator to verify new control 
system response and produce identical simulator 
data for comparison? 
¡  System initialization.  Getting the controllers reset at the same 

point and running identical events. 
¡  Consistency of test.  Perform the EXACT same evolutions for 

each system and graph them. 
¡  Scope of testing.  Verification of the ‘internals’ of the device 

response in normal operating range, through controller limits, 
and beyond it’s operating range. 



Controller Saturation Limits (PV vs IE) 



Questions right out of the box 

�  How do we use the simulator to verify new control 
system response and produce identical simulator 
data for comparison? 
¡  System initialization.  Getting the controllers reset at the same 

point and running identical events. 
¡  Consistency of test.  Perform the EXACT same evolutions for 

each system and graph them. 
¡  Scope of testing.  Verification of the ‘internals’ of the device 

response in normal operating range, through controller limits, 
and beyond it’s operating range. 

¡  The new system has multiple ‘new’ configuration settings that 
the old system does not.  How do these interact? and what 
plant settings will be used? 



Controller Settings (PV vs Internal Error) 



Example of Derivative Control interaction with 
Deadband settings. 



The Big question 

�  If we compare the new system to simulator response, 
how confident are we with the current simulator 
control system response in it’s ability to replicate the 
existing plant system? 



Obvious issues 

�  If we compare the new system to simulator response, 
how confident are we with the current simulator 
control system response in it’s ability to replicate the 
existing plant system? 

�  Need to compare existing plant equipment (not 
simulator response) to the new design. 

 



Our Solution- 3 phases 

�  Use the simulator load to simultaneously drive: 
¡  Existing plant system stimulated hardware using plant 

configurations 
¡  New system design software (NetArrays) 
¡  Existing simulator models 



3 phase solution 

1.  Graph response of current plant hardware 
¡  Development of a test i/o rack to ‘stimulate’ actual current 

plant hardware.. 
¡   Acquisition of actual plant control system devices with the 

‘controlled’ set of configuration files. 
¡  Wire each control loop per plant drawings. 



TMI   I/O test rack 



3 part solution 

1.  Graph response of current plant hardware 
¡  Development of a test i/o rack to ‘stimulate’ actual current 

plant hardware.. 
¡   Acquisition of actual plant control system devices with the 

‘controlled’ set of configuration files. 
¡  Wire each control loop per plant drawings. 
¡  Writing of the software to communicate/configure i/o ranges 

and scale outputs for trending purposes. 



I/O interface program 

 
 



3 phase solution 

1.  Graph response of current plant hardware 
¡  Development of a test i/o rack to ‘stimulate’ actual current 

plant hardware.. 
¡   Acquisition of actual plant control system devices with the 

‘controlled’ set of configuration files. 
¡  Wire each control loop per plant drawings. 
¡  Writing of the software to communicate/configure i/o ranges 

and scale outputs for trending purposes. 
¡  Compared the existing plant hardware to the existing 

simulator model as a “proof of concept” 
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3 phase solution 

1.  Graph response of current plant hardware 
2.  Graph response of new control system. 
�  Writing of the software to interface to the new design 

system software (NetArrays) for comparison to 
current plant equipment 

 



NetArrays Configuration File 



3 phase solution 

1.  Graph response of current plant hardware 
2.  Graph response of new control system. 
3.  Graph response of existing simulator models 
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Final Testing…. 

�  Using the simulator system models to drive: 
¡  New system stimulated software, current plant control system 

hardware, and simulator control, simultaneously 
¡  Compare system response to simulator model outputs (as 

modified) in ‘open loop’ and ‘closed loop’ configurations.   
¡  Very extensive testing verifying system ‘windup’, over-ranging, 

controller limits, etc.  Graphing system outputs simultaneously 
for new system outputs and simulator outputs on same trend. 

¡  Log and analyze differences 
¡  Fix any simulator differences from current plant systems. 



What about the final simulator configuration? 

�  Original plan was to use the supplied NetArrays 
program (plant design software for new system) in 
real time to drive the simulator control systems. 
¡  Wide array of configuration settings in new system and nobody 

fully understood the impact of all the different settings and 
how the interacted with each other 

¡  No clock synchronization (and RTP would not play in our 
sandbox) so there was no clean way to ‘teach’ the system 
‘freeze’, ‘run’, ‘reset’ 

¡  No way to directly import the plant configuration files 
¡  Completely ‘dorked up’ (technical term) our repeatability. 



Simulator Update 

�  With NetArrays out of the question for simulator 
model, what do we do for the new simulator control 
system? 
¡  Option 1.  We could just leave the existing control model with 

minor changes.  
÷ We have already changed the plant configurations of the new 

system to replicate the current plant hardware 
÷ We have already verified the simulator response. 
÷ Did not provide for future system expansion and configuration 

changes available to the engineer 



Simulator Update 

�  With NetArrays out of the question for simulator 
model, what do we do for the new simulator control 
system? 
¡  Option 2.  Reverse engineer the NetArrays program.  

÷ Allows for duplication of all configurations available to 
engineering. 

÷ Makes future system updates much easier than hand coding the 
old fortran code 

÷ A whole lot more work 



Simulator Update 

�  Decided to reverse engineer the new system. 
¡  Use GSE JControl to create components that matched the 

individual components of NetArrays configuration files. 
¡  Test each block and all configurable elements of those blocks 

to verify functionality. 



NetArrays Configuration File 





NetArrays Control Variables 
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Results 

�  Very (and I mean very) time consuming testing of all 
configurations and combinations of configurations. 

�  Created an engineering manual with graphs, trends 
and warnings for design and system engineering 

�  Spot on response of final system (even when many of 
the control functions are unlike anything I have ever 
seen). 



Derivative Control and Deadband settings.  
Simulator final vs NetArrays 



Zero Crossing Settings 
 Simulator final vs NetArrays 



One Step Further 

�  I&C training and Engineering test racks. 
¡  Used for I&C training and testing 
¡  Used for Engineering Configuration Verification 
¡  Driven completely by the simulator load driving the individual 

control loops. 
¡  Outputs measurable at rack inputs, test points, outputs and 

visible on soft panels. 
¡  TMI hardware designed to convert simulator i/o to required 

rack inputs/outputs. 
 







Takeaways 

�  When dealing with control system emulators, test all 
variations of configurations 

�  Test your control systems beyond their normal input 
ranges 

�  Good vendor emulators that understand simulator 
functionality and timing is a huge time saver 



Installation 

Risky doing a presentation of this now, because the 
final and only test of whether we were successful is 

when we install in Unit 2 a month from now. 
 

Questions??? 


